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Preface

W

elcome to From Conflict
flict to Con
Conciliation. This
his book int
introduces you to a straightforward,
ightforward principled,
d, and syste
systematic
process for defusing troublesome
roublesome sit
situations in
n a desirable and efficient manner. We have
ave named this approach
ach the Six
Six-C Process,
with which we identify
levels of functionentify and eexplain six distinct leve
ing when handling
dling conflic
conflicts: concern,
ern, confer, con
consult, confront,
on combat, and conciliate.
ciliate. In ap
applying thee six Cs, you
your primary strat
strategy is
to move
ve reluctantly to higher
er levels in me
measured response
ponse onl
only as
each
ch becomes nec
necessary..
Concern
oncer is identifying
in latent
tent an
and actionable
nable concern
concerns.

C
Confer
is using
g nonth
nonthreatening signal
nal system
systems to express
press a
cconcern.
Consult
su iss reviewing the situation
ituation collabo
collaboratively.

nfront is cons
d giving cle
ng of sanctio
Confront
considering and
clear warning
sanctions.
Combat is ttaking sustained
tained action
ion with logical
gical consequ
consequences.
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Conciliation is healing the w
Concil
wounds of combat.
mbat.

and we believe it will
The Six-C Process
ess works for us and
d others, an
work for you.
This book is a distillation of the resear
research, writing, and practice
of three individuals with quite divers
diverse backgrounds representing
educational philosophy,
y, educational psychology, and counselor
education. The threee of us believe o
our professional diversity gives
the book a creative and p
practical approach to handling difficult
and challenging situations
ons at all levels of intensity.
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CHAPTER ONE

Conflict and
an
x-C
C Process
Pr cess
ess
the Six-C

It is the start
rt of a new wo
workday. You are in your class
classroom, office, clinic,
clini or
otherr setting wonderi
wondering whatt the day will be llike. In particular,
cular, you ar
are
thinking about a specificc student, colleag
colleague, client, parent,
rent, or oth
other
person
erson who ha
has become difficult
cult for you tto work with. As you think about
it, youu sta
start to dread the
he appearance
arance of this person. Today, yyou will be
interacting with this
int
is person
person. You reflect on the conflict at hand and
search within yourself
sea
urself for the bbest way to handle
ndle the situa
situation.

D

B

oes this scena
scenario have a familiar rin
ring for you? To handle d
difficult situat
situations such as tthis, man
many peoplee depend on w
what has
worked
them in the past. Oth
Others rely on luck,
orked for th
ck, habit, or tthe ability
to muddle through.
h. This openin
opening chapter provides a th
theory of practice for a specific
handling conflict
we call the Six-C
fic approach to h
onflict that w
Process.
Without
theoretical foundation,
the “how to” value of
Proc
ut this theo
undation, th
the Six-C Process would
ould be misunderstood
derstood and severely limited.

INTRODUCTION

Disagreements are like
ke fast car
cars. They can go from 0 to 100 mph
in seconds. The same is true of human encounters. A minor difference can explode into a major conflict. These explosive encoun-
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According to Gladwell, every airline throughout the world
has a special program to teach junior crewmembers how to communicate clearly and assertively. For example, a copilot might
begin with an expressed concern. “Captain, I’m concerned about . . .”
If nothing happens, the copilot might move up a level and state,
“Captain, I’m uncomfortable with . . .” If the captain still does
not respond, the copilot confronts the pilot with, “Captain, I believe
ve
this situation is unsafe.” If the confrontation does not work,
k, the
he
copilot is required to take command
d of the aircraft. As Gladwell
emphasized, being deferential and
nd polite
olit are appropriate
ate
te in most
situations, but mitigation hass no place in a cockpitt on
n a stormy
night, in a classroom when
studentt is endangerin
endangering
n a disruptive st
self or others, or in a mental-health clinic where
client is
re a clie
clien
threatening harm.

WHAT IS UNIQUE
NIQUE ABOUT
ABO
AB
THIS BOOK?
BOOK

Our approach
roach
oach differs sig
sign
significantly
ntly from others d
described
bed in books on
conflict
ct management and conflict
nflict resolution in four
ur significant
ficant way
ways.
he approach
app
ap
is anch
nch d in d
ratic
atic values.
1. The
anchored
democratic

2. It
I follows
f
the perceptu
perceptual tradition
on of understan
understanding behavehavhavi from
io
m another
other indiv
indivi
int of view.
ior
individual’ss point
3. It provides a straightforward,
straigh ward,
stra
ard, easy-to-follo
easy-to-follow formula
mula for hang challenges,
challenges large and
nd
d small, perso
nd professional.
ofessional.
dling
personal and
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4. It goes beyond
bey
managing
agin or re
res
resolving
g conflicts by in
intro
introt vital
al quality of cco
on.
ducing the
conciliation.

Simply
Simpl managing
aging or reso
resolvi
resolving conflicts
nflicts
ts is insuffic
insufficien
insufficient. Moving
restore and enrich
relationshipss is a significan
action to take
to rest
ich relatio
significant ac
after a conflict has been
af
afte
en rre
resolved.
d.
At the beginning, we wantt to empha
emphasize that no method,
skills, or process can guarantee
arantee
ntee a desi
desirabl
desirable outcome. Conflicts
come in myriad forms, largee and small, p
pe
personal and professional.
Many may be nearly impossible
ameliorate. Nevertheless, if you
mpossible
possible to ame
have a plan of action you
decided advantage over the one
ou ha
have a de
who does not. Even if the ultima
ulti
ultimate result is unsuccessful, at least
you know what went wrong. Without a plan, such as the Six-C
Process, you are left with the guesswork of trial and error.
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Question 3: If a concern
does exist, will it resolve itself?
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Frequently, the passage of time will resolve a concern.
(Overbearing houseguests eventually go home. Disgruntled colleagues sometimes relocate or retire.) Time has a way of putting
things in perspective. Many concerns take care of themselves. For
or
y at
example, experienced teachers will ignore student horseplay
the beginning of class, knowing that the students will settlee down
wn
when teachers begin the lessons.
Here is another experience by one of tthe authorss illustrating
llustrating
how time can solve a concern..

Recently, I visited a friend’s
d’s home. I brought
bro
a lollipopp (sweet on a stick)
for their young, toddler-age
er-age daugh
daughter. The little girl was delig
delighted with
the gift, but when
en she attem
attempted to unwrap her lol
lollipop, she had
difficulty. She tried several times without
ut success. Ma
Many parents would
have jumped
mped in at this ppoint andd unwrapped the ccandy for thee little girl,
but not my friend. He sat quietly
tly and watched hhis daughter struggle
ruggle with
the wrapping. I aalso wanted to rush in an
and unwrap
ap the lollipop, bu
but I
followedd my friend’s lead an
and didd nothing
nothing. Finally,
y, the little girl ggot her
lollipop unwrapped. Shee held it up for all to see, and
lollipo
nd with a radia
radiant smile
proclaimed, “I did it myself!” What
procla
Wha this meant to me is that when
w
chances
ces
of suc
success are good,
ood, it may be best to encourage
urage people
peop to unwrap their
own lollipops.
pop

B

The
h above
b
examples
ples illustrat
illustrate
lll
the notion that
hat sometim
sometimes the
concerns
oncerns yo
you have will dissipat
dissipate without any direct action on
your part
oes not mean tthat you aree able to ign
part. This does
ignore all types
of conc
Does it requ
concerns, but at least ask y
yourself, “Does
require action on my
pa
part at this time?”

Question 4: Can you overlook
erlook the concern?

It is psychologically
y unhealthy to be concerned about everything all the time. It iss equally true that consistently ignoring
legitimate concerns will brin
bring significant stress. Your goal is to
find a happy balance among competing perceptions.
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PRACTICING THE 3+++WISH? FORMULA
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1. At work, all employees have assigned parking spaces. A colleague in the
parking space next yours constantly straddles the line between spaces.
This has been a problem for you in getting in and out of your car—not
enough space and you worry about your door hitting the other car.
3+++: Good morning, ___________________ (colleague’s name),), I
appreciate ____________________________________________________
_
__________
wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________
____
___________
?: Would you _________________________________________________?
____________
______________

2. You are a teacher meeting with a pa
parent about a child’s poor reading
performance. In past
the parent hass promised to listen to the
st meetings, th
child read at least
ast three times a week. Follow-up
w-up by you has discovered
that the parent
kept this promise.
ent has not ke
romise.

3+++:
afternoon, ___________________
want
++ Good afternoo
________________ ((parent’s name),
e), I w
too thank you ___
__________________________________________________
__________________
____________

wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________
_________
________________

?: Would
Wou you ? ________________________________________________?
____
_______________
__?

3. A friend is consistently
sistently late to social functions
ions that you pplan. In the past,
you have made light of it, but it has now
w become an actionable concern.
oncern.

3+++:
+++: Hello,
ello, ___________________
____
_
_____ (friend’s nname), I always
ys enjoy your
company
mpany ______________________________________________________
______
_____________
_____________
wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________
_______
____________

ro
w

you _______________
_________________________________________________?
?: Would
Wo
__________
_

B

4. A student frequently mak
makes nonthreatening
inappropriate physical
ning but in
contact with other
students (e.g., tickling,
grabbing, hugging, nudging).
ther st
kling, grabbing
Other students have
about this student’s behavior.
ve complained to you abou
3+++: Thanks for staying after
er so we can
ca talk. You are _____________

______________________________________________________________
_______________
wish: And, I wish ________
____________________________________________

?: Would you _________________________________________________?
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